
SMS Student Fees 2019-2020 

 

Science 

$5 Fee 

 

Technology  

$25 Fee 

 

Cheer 

$400.00 for cheer and 

$100.00 for competition team 

 

Archery 
The fee is $25 to join, which gives the archer access to the facility, a bow they can 

use, or if they have their own, then the club maintains their bow for them.  

Shooter shirts are about $25 which is theirs to keep.  

Local tournament is generally $7 and if they make the state and national team the 

tournament fee is $35.  

 

Choir 

 $15 fee for a choir polo unless they have a shirt from the year before 

 

Band  

Fees per student is $35 annually. 

6th Graders all receive a band polo shirt used for their concerts and can also be 

used as part of the school uniform.   

7th and 8th graders receive a hooded sweatshirt that is used for the Christmas 

parade uniform as well as an outer garment throughout the winter. (not used as part 

of school uniform code)  

 The 7th and 8th graders also pay for the hemming and dry cleaning of our formal 

concert attire. 

Lastly, the band fee pays for the use of the Preston Center for our spring concert 

and utility truck to move concert equipment to concerts and festivals in 

Madisonville and the cost of the programs for both concerts. 

These costs are estimated based on last year’s students and expenditures. 

 

 

 



Athletics 

Every kid in every sport receives a game day polo that meets dress code.  We also 

feed the kids before every game. In some sports like soccer, some of the fees go 

towards yearly gear like socks and backpacks that they keep. Football gets a 

practice t shirt as part of their fees along with mouth pieces and game socks. 

Basketball is more expensive but it's because we also provide them with their game 

shoes and a travel suit/hoodie (which they keep) depending on the year and it's a 

longer season with more food expenses. (shoes typically are $75 of the fee) 

Football - $50.00 per athlete  

Soccer (Boys and Girls) - $75.00 per athlete  

Volleyball - $50.00 per athlete  

Golf - $25.00 per athlete  

Basketball - $125.00 per athlete  

Track - $40.00 per athlete 

Cross Country - $20 per athlete  

 

Dance 

Estimated costs: 

$220 summer camp and camp clothes (2 routines and 3 outfits) *we perform in 

these outfits too 

$75 team warmup (travel/wear in cool weather) 

*$50 team shoes (if they need new pair or 1st year) 

*$35 jazz shoes (if they need a new pair or 1st year) 

$15 tights (thick and durable for entire season -if they need a new pair or 1st year) 

$20 boy shorts (silver for white Pom uniform and        black for maroon Pom 

uniform- like bloomers) 

*$5 earrings (if they need a new pair or 1st year) 

$30 bow (1 for each Pom uniform $15 each) 

$15 team polo ( school uniform polo - game day) 

TOTAL: $465 

COMPETITION 

$20 Entry fee 

$140 - 2 competition routines  

$100 - hip hop outfit for competition  

TOTAL: $260 

GRAND TOTAL $725*** 

 

***We fundraise throughout the year to offset these costs. 


